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The Elizabethport Switch Signal Station,

The statement is frequently made that it is abso-

lutely impossible for those in charge of a modern

interlocking switch and signal plant, whether from

carelessness, ignorance, or malice, to so arrange the

ciple of the system, since the arm cannot be dropped

to permit the train to approach unless the switches

in that particular track are in their proper position.

For instance, a through train on the main line ap-
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proaching the Long Branch turnout from the east

cannot be signalled properly if the switch is set for

an. loo-ed by

Lover 20

by a back wire. All movements are performed by

either a direct pull or push, no reliance whatever

being placed upon either spring or gravity arrange

ments.

The levers in the two towers, the location of which

is shown on the accompaning map of the tracks, are
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Elizabethport Switch Signal Station; General Plan.

switches and signals as to cause a collision. The

purpose in the following description of the mechan-

ical appliances employed in this arrangement, is to

demonstrate the truthfulness of this statement;

and we have selected the Elizabethport station on the

New Jersey Central, recently put in by the Union

Switch & Signal 00.

At Elizabethport the Long Branch and Newark

the Branch; neither will a train (or the Branch re-

ceive its own signal to approach unless the switch is

set for it. With the main line open, the signal for

the Branch train cannot be displayed, neither can

the latter be displayed until the turnout is open. It

is not in the power of the operator to falsely signal

trains, for the simplejreason that the opening of a

switch locks all signals in their danger position, ex-

numbered to correspond with the switches and

signals they control. The tracks are also numbered,

the west-bound bearing even and the east-bound un-

even numerals Flagmen stationed beyond or out-

side of the system notin the operator by a bell code

of the approach of a train, the track it is on and the

track it is destined for. When the operator receives

the signaP‘ZJ, he knows the train is from the east on

Elizabethport Signal Station; Arrangement and Movement for Double Blip Point Switch.

branches leave the main line.

one right angle crossing connecting the Newark and

Long Branch lines and a curve connecting the main

line with the Long Branch. A yard now being laid

In addition there is

cept the one informing the engineer that that switch
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played by pulling a third lever. To return the

track to its original position this order is reversed,

the signal being ﬁrst brought to its normal or

danger position. Should the operator pull off the

signal and neglect to replace the switch, no harm

Fig. 2

Fig. 2. Detector Bar,

could be done,as it would be impossible to drop any

other signal except the one showing that the switch

is open.

Fig. 1 shows one track of the Long Branch turn-

out and its connections. The movement of the rod
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A in the direction of the arrow will open the switch

-b, and the movable frogs a a through the bell crank

levers cc and the cross bars old. The movement of

the rod B in the direction of its arrow will lock the

'switch by the rod 0, connected with the front rod 1‘ of

Fig.5
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posite side of the track. Here we ﬁnd the interlock-

ing apparatus by which one lever locks one, or sev-

eral others. The most important details of the gear

are shown in the drawing. A stud projecting from

the lever enters the slot in the rocker link B, which

is so mounted as to be rocked by the movement of

the lever. One end of the link is prolonged a short

distance beyond the slot and is formed with a recess

to receive the lower end of a connecting rod 0, whose

upper end joins the pin of the crank d. The two

joints of the connecting rod are universal. The

crank is rigidly secured to the extended shaft of

the so-called “ﬂop ” 1‘, which is a rectangular cast-

ing formed with slots as shown in the plan ~view

Fig. 5. The ﬂops are journaled in a suitable frame.

When the lever is moved to the position indicated

by the dotted lines in Fig, 4, the crank d and its

ﬂop f will be in the position shown in Fig. 7. Upon

that side of the ﬂop which moves upward is a pro-

jection 1'. engaging with a lug l on the driving rod n,
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Fig. 8. Hook-Gear.

the switch, and will also loek the movable frogs by

means of the bars gg, and will shift the detector

bars ii. The detector bar,Fig. 2 is a ﬂat piece of iron

~movably bolted to the outside of the rail adjoining

the switch by bolts passing through angular slots.

The top of the detector bar is ﬂush with the top of

the rail. It is apparent that, by reason of the form

and position of the slots, the detector bar cannot be

moved while a train is passing over the switch, and

vasthe detector bar is longer than the distance be-

tween the trucks of the longest passenger car it can-

not be moved between the wheels. As the rod A is

locked by the movement of the rod B it is plain that

the connection being so formed that the turning of

the ﬂop will move the locking bar n longitudinally.

On the locking bars are bolted the dogs 0 0 which

of course move with it. When the dogs are in the

position shown in Fig. 6 any of the levers can be

thrown as the dogs will not interfere with the turn-

ing of the ﬂops. But when the locking bars are re-

moved so that the dogs rest directly over the up-

ward moving sides of the ﬂops. as in Fig. 8, the

